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T~fts Center for the Study of Drug Development Pegs Cost of a
New Prescription Medicine at $802 -Million
: ;
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PHILADELPHIA - (Nov. 3D, 2001) - The Tufts Center for the Study of
Dtu9 Development today announced that the average cost to develop
e hew prescription drug is $802 million.

Tbat figure is the major conclusion of arecentlv completed in-depth
S~UdY conducted by the Tufts Center based on information obtained
dfrectly from research based drug companies.

I

;T6day's announcement updates a similar study done by the Tufts
center a decade ago, when the average cost to develop a new drug
:w~s estimated to be $231 million, in 1987 dollars.

!
'''~ringlng new drugs to market has always been an expensive,
N,gh-risk proposition, and our latest analysis Indicates that costs have
continued to skyrocket," said Tufts Center Director Dr. Kenneth 1.
K~ltln.

H~ added, "The single larqest challenge facing drug developers - both
pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies - is to contain R&D
costs and reduce development times Without compromising clinical test
d~sign. It's a tall order." .

O:verthe past two decades, the Tufts Center's comprehensive studies
o? the cost to develop a new drug have been consistently cited
iwprldwide as providing the most reliable estimate of the total cost of
n¢w drug development.

•
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Related Tufts Center research has found that It takes between 10 and
15 years to develop a new prescription medicine and win approval to
market it in the United States.

~~asons Behind the Rising Cost of Drug Development

;
H);ld costs Increased at the pace of Inflation, the average cost of new
drug development would have risen from $231 million in 1987 dollars
t9 $318 million in 2000 dollars, according to Dr. Joseph A. DiMasi,
d,!rector of economic analysis at the Tufts Center and the principal
investigator for the latest study. Instead, the new study found that the
a,~erage cost of new drug devetopment nadtncreased to $802 million
irj 2000 dollars .

•QiMasi attributes much of the increase In the total cost of new drug
development beyond Inflation to rising clinical trial costs.

"The difficulty in recruiting patients Into clinical trials in an era when
d'rug development programs are expanding, and the Increased focus
en developing drugs to treat chronic and degenerative diseases, has
~~dded significantly to clinical costs," said DIMasI.
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In!=luded In the drug cost analysis are expenses of project failures and,
mpact that long development times have on Investment costs..
estimate also accounts for out-er-pocket clinical costs,

'cllJt-Of-:-pocket discovery and pre-clinical development costs, clinical
and phase attrition rates, as well as the cost of capital.

the study's key findings were the followlnq:

• The full capitalized resource cost of new drug development was
estimated to be $802 million (2000 dollars). This estimate
accounts for the cost of failures, including research on
compounds abandoned during development, as well as
opportunity costs of Incurring R&D expenditures before earning
any returns.

• When compared to the results for previous similar studies, the
R&D cost per approved new drug increased 2.5 times In
Inflation-adjusted terms.

• After adjusting for inflation, the out-of-pocket cost per
approved new drug increased at a rate of 7.6% per year
between the 1991 study and the current study. The annual rate
of growth In capitalized cost between the two studies was 7.4%
In Inflation-adjusted terms.

• Whlle costs have increased in inflation-adjusted terms for all
R&D phases, the Increases were particularly acute for the
clinical period. The lnffatlon-adjusted annual growth rate for
capitalized clinical costs (11.8%) was more than five times
greater than that for pre-clinical R&D.
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the Tufts Center for the Study of Drug Development

In Boston, Mass. and affiliated with Tufts University, the Tufts
for the Study of Drug Development (IJ.ttP...;.LL!;;.§9_gA.!'!~.,S1Q!,J1

crovrdes strategic information to help drug developers, regulators, and
P9liCY makers improve the quality and efficiency of pharmaceutical
development, review, and utilization. The Tufts Center conducts a wide
r~nge of in-depth analyses on pharmaceutical Issues and hosts
'symposia, workshops, and public forums on related topics throughout
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By Jim Gilbert, Preston Henske and Ashish Singh

------ . ·H,

Rebuilding Big Pharma's
Business Model

The blockbuster business model that underpinned
Big Pharmassuccess is now irreparably broken.

The industryneeds anew approach.

i i
II wrri.l.e.i.the business climate for Pharma. companies has changed dramatically in the past five

ye rs, the pharma business model has not kept pace.
I! i: _

II Dei:li~ing R&D productivity, rising costs of commercialization, increasing payor influence
an~'shorter exclusivity periods have driven up the average cost per successful launch to
$1!7 biilion and reduced average expected returns on new investment to the unsustainable
levrIOf5%.

II Me~g~rS conceived to build scaie will not improve returns. Pharmaceutical companies need
neff business models to restore healthy financial results.

II FoJr i~ter-related building blocks can provide the new foundation: focusing R&D efforts and
coljhmercialcapabilities; making use of product and capability partnerships; providing
cU$toll1er soiutions (not just "therapeutics"), and creating a business unit based organization
m9Pe.1 instead of a functional one.. Companies need to find a combination of these building
blo¢ks that makes best use of their strengths, Improves returns and manages risk.

II BrJaJing out of the blockbuster mentality - the quest for larger and larger opportunities in
wh~tever disease areas they may occur-will require planned experimentation, aggressive
us~ iOfpartnerships, and eventually a far-reaching transformation in the way most pharma
corinpanies organize to compete.

I· I
l' i
t : i'
I: i

Tli...he.•.·pharmaceutical industry is a prisoner of its past successes. While the business environ
!m~nt for pharma companies has changed dramatically in the past five years, the pharma
:b'!siness model that served the industry well over the past decades has not kept pace.
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TVls!is hardly news to many pharma executives, a surprising number of whom doubt the
viability of the blockbuster model. But they can't force their companies free from the
mas~ive investments in science, selling capability, plants, and organization that used to yield
the ~ar~ lottery-winner drug. Nor can they dissuade drug industry leaders who believe that
incr~rn:entalchanges to the blockbuster approach (alone or with an acquisition) will rekindle
the bid sparks and restore historic returns, at least for a while.
B~t these strategies will at best only delay the inevitable. Based on recent investment

levels, success rates, and forecasts of commercial performance, we expect the blockbuster
drugl!!odel to deliver just 5% return on investment - significantly lower than the industry's
risk~f,adJ,'ustedcost of capital. Only one out of six new drug prospects will likely deliver returns
abo ;e their cost of capital, an unattractive prospect for investors.

F er all but the three largest firms-Pfizer Inc., GlaxoSmithKline PLC and Merck & Co.
Incl,," i'the choice is relatively stark: with fewer resources to drive primary care products and
to invest in the "arms race" in R&D and sales & marketing, they will likely be driven sooner to
repl~c~ their blockbuster-based strategies. Market value is shifting already to some smaller
pla~er~ that have adopted new models, as companies like Novo Nordisk AS, Genentech
In~j'aridForest Laboratories Inc. have demonstrated.

Itilsome respects, the three industry heavyweights face an even more perilous situation.
Hig&ly, profitable legacy product portfolios, coupled with inflated expectations about pipe
line~, and future business development, have held back executives from developing new
bustness models. With scale where it matters-in the development and commercialization of
neJ,ll, d,r,',ugs-they can afford to draw out the transition. As second-tier players restructure
away from having large primary care sales forces, for instance, each of the largest pharma
compantes may position themselves as the primary care commercialization partner of choice,
pro~,ildlngreach and fre-
quency to smaller com-
panl:es:

~
t it can't last. The

pre' ailing model-a
full ,tin,i'",tegrated pharma
co ipany that partici-
pat ~ everywhere it gets
a c~~nfe-won't deliver
SUS\P,in,,able growth. And
becfluse the long cycles
of s!~iepce tend to hide
costs 'and divorce ac
countabiltty from action,
ma4y Ipharma execu
tive~, have been slow to
res~ond. With time to
plan, they need to begin
rev~mping their busi
nes§'rrlodels now.
,e believe that four

tnter-nelated building
blo~kS will define the
nex~i~tage. First, com
pan\es: must shift drug
development strategies
and! commercial capa
bilities from being op
porl,u~istic-pushing a
brdpdi array of corn
poulhdS on the premise
tha~"~very chance is
wo th :exploring-to be
ing ~oqused on the most
pro" ising areas of science and most attractive target customers. Second, they will transition
fro~fVJJy integrated pharma companies to greater reliance on partnerships to manage risk and
retJ'rn; across both product pipelines and functions. Third, they will gradually change their
em~h<jsis from science-driven therapeutics to customer solutions with the drug at [he center. And
foutth( they will replace functional organization models with business units that encourage more
int~w~ted decision-making, coupled with direct accountability for the consequences of those
decl

1sions.
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Jhli~e most industries where a handful of winning strategic models often prevail side by side,
the Iph!"maceutical industry majors have all converged over the last decade on one strategic
model.' The approach focuses the majority of a company's investment on creating blockbuster
'product franchises-that is, brands that achieve global sales of more than $1 billion. Over the last
dec#d~ this model has created more than $1 trillion of shareholder value for Big Pharma.
T~efactors driving down returns from the blockbuster model to 5% are well known: declining

R&~, (rising costs of commercialization, increasing payor influence and shorter exclusivity
peri?d~. When the costs of failed prospective drugs are factored in, the price tag for discovering,
dev~loping and launching a single new drug has risen by 55% over the last five years to nearly $1.7
billibn! (SeeExhibit1.) This increase results from a drop in cumulative success rates from 14% to
8% .v.q an increase in research, development and launch costs of nearly 50% for each of these
ste~~. i(Seesidebar, "The Rising Cost ofNew Drugs. ")

IBlbckbusters aren't going away. Big-franchise compounds will continue to be an important
sou Ice, of profits for the industry. But how they are made will change significantly. Primary care
blod/<-busters of me-too compounds will be increasingly difficuit to bring to market profitably, as a
res~lt of the hard economic logic spelled out above and increasing outcomes-based reimburse
me~t. Currently, almost 50% of blockbusters are next-in-class compounds that don't provide

higIil~'I'.,IY'.,',.,'I.'.",.differentiated therapeutic value, and the percentage is higher for the largest companies.But la new generation of blockbusters, driven by innovation, is likely to emerge from a more
spe ialized business model, and these billion-dollar drugs will continue to be a driving force for
gro, h.

!Big Pharma has argued. if not fully believed, that "bigger is better," and that scale alone would
add ress declining returns from the blockbuster model. The belief stems from sound principles.
Scale helps companies to diversify the risk of uncertain investments in discovery and development.
In ;/~dition, large global commercial operations can boost a company's power to launch new
pro~u<:,ts and expand its in-licensing capacity. Companies also expected that scale would help them
explpitnext generation technologies such as genomics, spreading their investments in these high
coslloJjerations over a iarger set of discovery programs.

S~al~ will continue to be a source of competitive advantage in development and commercializa
tio~lfof some time to come. But it has not delivered the full range of promised benefits. Size does
not ~ofrelate with superior performance: Among the top 20 pharma companies, the largest firms
pe~prI," no better than the smaller companies. Moreover, active acquirers have posted the same
pe~lprI,"anceas non-acquirers, with each group achieving 12% appreciation in market capitaliza
tiogiSiJ;lce 1992.

Consolidation will likely continue, particularly among the largest pharma firms. But the
mejg"er,.s cannot be justified by any real benefits of scale. Rather, they result from the need to
bri~ge_ near-term profit growth gaps by acquiring another company's product portfolio and
wrill.gi!'g out cost synergies. Unfortunately, scale cannot fix the underlying reasons for the
bre lkdown of the blockbuster model.
_Ii'
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I~lth~ blockbuster model is so thoroughly broken, why are some companies still planning their
futures around it? Three factors appear to cloud the industry'S picture.

Ti'." b,',egin with, the pharmaceutical industry's long investment cycle tends to hide real perfor
rna ceat any point in time. For pharmaceutical companies, current performance depends largely
on :iSforic productivity and decision-making, so it takes time to understand and to feel the
consequences of strategic actions.

AI!; long investment cycles obscure understanding, so too does the industry's standard practice
of eELpensing rather than capitalizing R&D expenditure. Many companies see expensing R&D as
the h}(?re conservative, straightforward approach to the P&L; capitalizing R&D would serve to
unf r, ly improve operating profitability. But during periods of rising R&D investment, expensing
R&rp obscures a more important measure-return on invested capital. If the majors capitalized
thelt R&D expense, their ROI would decline from 25% to 18%. Sometime soon, investors will
start 'demanding a more transparent measure of returns on investment in R&D.

Blockbusters themselves skew the way pharma companies measure their productivity and
pro&tapility. While the average drug is expected to deliver only 5% return on investment, a
suc~es?ful blockbuster can yield returns 10-20 times as large. Rather than conclude that the
blockbuster model needs fixing, many companies have decided that the only way to cover higher
cosl~ and satisfy the imperative to grow is to pursue ever-larger blockbuster drugs.
B~t (companies cannot generate blockbusters fast enough to support sustained growth with

healthy returns. Given the current economics of drug development, Big Pharma would need to
inv~st twice as much as it does today to sustain double-digit revenue growth. Instead, Big Pharma
is c\u-Ding R&D expenditure to cope with near-term performance pressures. In truth, many

I '
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companies are living on borrowed time until their blockbuster patents run out. In-licensed drugs
can tpuy time, but with the costs of in-licensing rising quickly and the ret11rns from such com
pou~d~ falling, this approach is unlikely to create much shareholder value.

F1rally, experience with PBMs and disease management in the 1990s creates a natural reluc
tand" to lead the creation of a fundamentally new business model. Although these service
approaches did not provide the expected benefits, they contain some useful lessons. The invest
me~ts }veremore productive, for instance, when companies either took a more focused approach,
such as Schering-Plough Corp, did with disease management, or made early aggressive moves
as Nie~ck did with Medea Health Solutions. While Eli Lilly & Co. and SmithKline Beecham
(sinfe (merged into GlaxoSmithKline) experienced large PBM investment losses, Merck pre
servjed' the value of Medea, and gained at least some market share for its pharmaceutical
b ' -us pess.

- Story Continued on Page 6





St4r~ Continued from Page 4

Ii Building Blocks

1·
i .

e (drug business isn't the first industry to face a radical-and ugly-transition when the old
mo [elshows diminishing returns. The shift is usually characterized by prolonged doubt and sharp
deb~te1about the next model, along with significant shifts in capital markets investment and stock
valuanons. The steel industry in the 1970s,retailers in the 1980sand personal computer makers in
the ~9~Os all experienced this form of turbulence.

BIg Pharma won't abandon its old model easily. The blockbuster model has served the
phaJ;m~ceutical industry well, generating over 13% annual growth in market capitalization be
twe~n 1992 and 2002. What's more, pharmaceutical companies have built a large infrastructure
aro~nd the blockbuster model, including 80,000sales representatives in the US alone, trained and
paid'to'focus on the one or two breakout products in a company's portfolio. Organizations of that
scale carry considerable inertia, as US Steel, Sears and IBM all discovered.

9~spite this inertia, the laws of risk and return still apply. Big Pharma will need to experiment
in order to create a new model, managing the inherent risks through a sound strategy and a
tho~gljtful approach to execution.

/lib qne-size-fIts-ail solution is likely to emerge. Instead, companies willprobably craft a tailored
moJel,constructed from four inter-related building blocks. Today, niche companies are using
eac~ of these blocks to compete successfully among the giants of the industry.
1, Shift from opportunistic to focus.
E~ery company has had its own" ViEigra experience" -creating one blockbuster from an R&D

prograp> focused on an altogether different therapeutic area. Breakthroughs like these have led
pharma companies to both invest in a wide range of R&D programs, independent of their expert
enc~ level in the category, and to gear up their sales and marketing investments in anticipation of
scoring primary care blockbusters. While this approach may have worked in the past, the
incrt6a~ingcost and complexity of clinical trials and declining industry economics mean this

'''.'-.



opp~rJuniStiC model is losing its appeal.
I~ fact, history has overemphasized these lucky breaks. Seventy percent of all blockbusters

hav~ Ijeen created by companies with significant prior experience in the relevant drug
cat~gory. Lilly's ability to create three major CNS products-fluoxetine (Prozac), olanzapine
(Zyfjrexa), and the yet-unlaunched anti-depressant duloxetine (Cymbalta)-is a case in point.
(Se~~xhibit 5). Prior experience helps companiesdesign superior trials and conduct them
witIt greater speed and higher likelihood of success. Market forces are also driving compa
niesi t~ focus their efforts. Increasing knowledge of diseases, competition in clinical trial
pati~nt recruitment, specialization among physicians, and payor focus on demonstrated
out9o~es all lend weight to the argument for companies to narrow their scope.
P~~rmaceutical companies may choose to focus on a number of possible dimensions. In

science, for example, Genentech has picked one area-biologies-while Vertex Pharma
ceu~icals Inc. has focused on a structured approach to drug design, both with significant
imp*o.vements in research productivity. Other companies might choose to focus on particu
lar patient/physician groups (disease or therapy area), as Novo has done with success in
dialJ:et~s. Still others, such as Genzyme Corp., have created successful businesses by
corri:biping multiple dimensions of focus-in Genzyme's case, by focusing on biologics, on
spe4ific areas of science (lysosomal storage disorders, for instance), and on very small
pati~nt populations treated by a small set of physicians.

The [economic arguments in favor of narrowing scope are also compelling. Whatever the
dim~n~ion, focus not only increases the likelihood for finding or creating a blockbuster in
thadlar~a, but also dramatically lowers the cost of developing and commercializing a drug. In
the I~ast, Big Pharma has avoided focusing on specialists, believing such markets offered
limited revenue and profit potential. In reality, smaller drugs can be highly profitable in
spe~ialist areas that do not require large primary care sales forces. Indeed, given the size of
some ~pecialistproducts-within a year or two, there could be three large-molecule rheurna
toidll ~rthritis drugs with sales of greater than $1 billion-companies can generate more
doll~r~ to the bottom line with specialists than they can earn with far more expensive-to
maj_et primary care therapies.

I' i

2. il11ft from a ful1y integrated pharma company
mo .e~ (FIPCO) to using partuerships to manage
risl~ 'and return.

T9t!~y, Big Pharma is largely based on a FIPCO model,
Wit* e~ch company running its own discovery, develop
me~t, manufacturing, marketing and sales for the major
ity ~f its product pipeline and portfolio! External relation
ship~1 tend to be opportunistic, for example, buttressing the
sales :force for a new product launch through marketing
agr~iments, clinical trial support or discovery pipeline in
lice ising. Trying to do everything within the company car
ries '. h.igh risk with increasinglysignificant investment.

0:. the other hand, partnerships can lower risk and
volatility. Big Pharma can learn a lesson here from the oil
andltnClVie industries, where players use partnerships ag
gre ~iv,ely, picking those elements of the business model
that ~... ,.an.•, build competitive advantage and entering collabo
rati ns: to combine skills and diversify risk. The majority
of b ockbuster movies, for example, are brought to mar
ket h ia partnership of multiple studios, with large num
ber1iofindependent contractors providing key capabilities
(screen writing, directing, acting, producing special ef
fectj·an....:d so on). Thus the studio shares both the rewards
and [the costs of blockbusters, and it also shares in the
pro 'uction of more profitable movies per year.

rvj:Clsf obviously, drug companies should outsource ca·
pabilities that aren't central to their strategy-perhaps IT,
adntini~tration and manufacturing. But the major firms could also make use ofpartnerships more
agg~es'sively in joint development and commercialization of product pipelines. A company
mali,n$ a discovery in a non-core area would partner with a company whose area offocus matched
the ~is~overy in question. So, when a company focused on specialist-Ied disease categories finds
a prilJ1~ry care product, it would partner with a firm that has a large primary-care presence.

pUrtllerships should be evaluated to improve commercial productivity, especially in accessing
prinijarycare physicians (PCPs). PCPs will continue to write a disproportionate share of prescrlp
tion~i,! the future. But pharrna companies need new commercial models to reach PCPs, beyond
the 9h'i-size-fits-all, massive armies of detail reps. This is true for both large and mid-size players.

I
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,
SeIIl~~ reach and frequency have worked well in the past, but will no longer be sufficient to
suslai~ growth even for the largest companies.

dhejPromising alternative focuses selling efforts on products or classes that tend to be
led~y: sub-specialists and using partnerships when necessary to access the broader PCP
co;Jinpnity. In fields such as atherosclerosis and schizophrenia, sub-specialists influence
the liwI)iting behavior of the broader PCP community. Finally, forging partnerships with
oth~r companies that have strong commercial capabilities in individual drug classes can
cre~,t.e.,.•. attractive returns, especially when factoring in the very real opportunity costs for
the product's owner of taking a sales force away from its core audience to sell to a brand
neio~e.

T~e:transition from a FIPCO approach to a less integrated model presents a daunting
prospect for senior management. Executives' concerns will be both visceral and practical.
Codlp~nies will need to shrink the number of their employees, generating plenty of con
cerllbbth from the workers who will have to find jobs elsewhere and managers who will be
10sil'1g:major parts of their power base. In an integrated corporate world, few managers
hav~ built the skills to ensure the quality of outside partners now responsible for work once
dO~I~ by insiders.

T ,ese concerns match those of management teams that moved away from fully inte
gra ed models in industries such as automobiles, fashion, financial services and informa
tiotilt~chnology. In reality. many companies have liberated latent energy in their busi
nes~es by focusing in areas where they can add the most value. Nike, for example, focused
froIl): tpe beginning on the design and marketing of their athletic footwear and accessories
and1lon supply chain management, and left many other functions, notably manufacturing, to
par~~rs.

B1!g Pharma will need to assess which of its capabilities are most strategic, or, viewed
ano~h'1r way, which can earn the greatest returns on capital. Executives will need to
dev'119P new skills in partner management. But the likely outcome Is the emergence of
neJ" retter-capitalized businesses that will make attractive partners, focusing on specific
asp~ct,s of the pharmaceutical value chain, such as technical operations, sales and drug

:~v~i:.i:f7;:~~ science-driven provision of specific drugs to providing customer
sol~tiOns. .

H~sthrically, the pharmaceutical industry has focused on selling therapeutics that ad
dress diseases, but don't necessarily cure them or meet the patients' full needs in managing
their condition. The high profitability of the drug itself suggested that incremental invest
mellt should always focus on maintaining existing brand franchises or discovering the next
blotk9uster. But the declining fortunes of the blockbuster model argue that this strategy
ma:llnp longer be valid.

~
fter a decade of mixed results from disease management experiments by pharmaceuti

cal ,0. in.I.. panies, some players have experimented successfully over the last few years with a
ran, e 'of complementary products and services that improve the therapeutic value of the
Pill~[,A\..beit rarely so far, diagnostics have been combined with clinical studies on responder
pro fles to get the drug to the right patient at the right time-the combination of Genentech's
tra iu~umab (Herceptin) and the Her2-neu gene diagnostic being the best-known case in
poi~t.. We've also seen combination pills such as HIV cocktails that deal with multiple
syn1ptbms. Better forms of delivery, aided by technology, may also improve or expand a
dru~''i therapeutic profile, as they have in diabetic drug delivery devices, for example, or
dru~-eluting stents. Some focused initiatives aimed at improving compliance and managing
dis~as:es more effectively have shown promise, as well. Early data seem to support the
pot~n\ial of therapeutics complemented with nutrition and alternative medicines such as
die~ry supplements and over-the-counter products.
~re$sure for better solutions is growing with-increased payor and consumer influence

over. treatment. For the next several years, the pill itself will likely retain the most profit.
BU1:oyer time the industry can expect to see some shift in profits, just as profits in the
co [ppter industry shifted into ancillary products and services from the traditional boxes.
As in ',computers, providing the best overall solution can affect product penetration and
ma~ket share, improve the odds of bringing the next generation of products to market and
pro~l[,iqe a less volatile additional' profit source. While providing customer solutions is not
the it,op imperative today for most categories, it will be an increasingly important source of

:~I~U:: ::o:t: i;u::t::::e~oan integrated business organization model.
~raditiOnallY, Big Pharma has organized itself along functional lines, with separate

functional units for each stage of the drug development and marketing process. In such anr each function aims to operate efficiently makin '0' 00, us e of seal
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bUif,dibg competence and coordinating with other related functions.
pis functional structure maps well to the blockbuster model. R&D operates with a

disjlpct focus on creating blockbusters, which are then handed off to a flexible, commercial
operation for launch. Other functions work to support R&D and commercial functions
eff~ctiyely and efficiently, with marketing serving as the bridge. ,

H;oviever, as Big Pharma grows to an unwieldy scale the industry would do well to look at
compantes such as Dell and General Electric Co. to assess the advantages of more decentralized
orgl!1*ation models based on discrete business units. These companies continue to grow profit
ablY:. each with recent annual revenues more than $30billion. by pushing responsibility for profits
do,*n ',t,.o smaller business units. The,se units are held accountable for making integrated.
cro~s.functional,customer-focused decisions rapidly.

F1harmaceutical companies could also benefit by organizing around integrated business
units based on their therapeutic. customer or scientific areas of focus. These business units
shafe 'central or outsourced services such as manufacturing and information technology.
Int~g~ation can provide tighter coordination and more rapid decision-making around each
are~.of focus. Integrated business units will also create the opportunity to push down P&1.
accountabtltty, and put in place new metrics that shift the focus from overall product
revenues to business-area profitability, return on investment and functional productivity.

I~deed, Big Pharma needn't look as far as Dell for examples of integrated structures in
act1!:mi: the medical technology industry has long used business units focused on groups of
customers or types of technology. Medtronic Inc .. with multiple technology and physl
ciaiI~fqcusedbusiness units. has succeeded with more sequenced and rapid product innova
tio~cycles than pharmaceutical companies have managed. Admittedly, this difference is
facilitated in part by different regulatory requirements-but these are rapidly converging
with, pharmaceuttcal requirements, as more and more new medical products must satisfy
drtfg.llke requirements for pre-market approval.

While no major company has yet restructured fully. a number are experimenting with
altd~n~tives. Novartis AG has successfully deployed an organizational model with rela
tivdly;lntegrated specialty business units, such as oncology, along with a primary care
str&ctj.tre that has separated out mature brands, supported by shared services. Johnson &
JoJJ:nson has been the most successful of the Big Pharmas since 1999. in terms of stock
apnre~iation.based in part based on the company's radically decentralized structure.
~Ii j
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~l[hile each building block can create value by itself. their full value is likely to emerge
wh~ncompaniesintegrate them coherently. For example. focus might lead a company to
target specialty areas and reduce its dependence on primary care. Partnerships become
ned~s~ary. then, for pharma companies to augment their core strengths. Improved focus
als~ leads companies to try to create complete solutions, bringing science closer to the
CUs~~,OIrerswho will benefit from more comprehensive therapies. For companies to strengthen
the [coordination between science and customers in the areas of focus, they would need a
mo !e effective organizational model based on business units instead of functions. On their
own, the building blocks are less powerful than when applied in concert.

SW~ller players. out of necessity, have moved ahead of the majors in finding successful
nei. business models that make use of these four building blocks, and the results are
beginning to show. Genentech, for instance, has focused almost exclusively on large
molecules, using partnerships to build on a research core and to increase access to capital
to fj.tnd up·front research. Other companies have responded to narrow patient targets and
rel~ti~ely high drug costs by focusing more on providing patient solutions, as Blogen Inc.
didl!Wh,'en it launched its interferon beta-La (Avonex) for multiple sclerosis. Organization
all~itl1esecompanies are smaller, more integrated and less bureaucratic entities.

dthl'r examples of companies making use of the building blocks include those focusing
on ~p~cialty franchises, such as Novo Nordisk and Schering AG. These companies have
chd~er to exit non-core product lines and filled out their offerings through in-licensing or
co.#r~motions. They have also built solutions to meet the needs of their target physician
and; patient populations. Novo zeros in on people with diabetes and their doctors, while
ScIl~ring focuses on women as well as their obstetricians and gynecologists. Both compa·
nie~;hrve organized around largely integrated business units focusing on their core disease
are~s'I

~
~rger pharma companies will need to come up with their own approaches geared to

the Xsituations and aspirations.n*. they have to decide which areas they should focus on, given their unique capablli
tieJ. and strategic assets, in order to access and launch drugs most profitably': certain areas
of ~pience, targeted customer groups and needs or some combination of both.
~nse they've chosen their focus, they'll need to identify the relevant capabilities, build-
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ing !hqse that provide key advantage's and outsourcing others.

T~eY'll also need to figure out where they can profitably add value for patients beyond
pro~id!ng any particular moelcule.

Aj!,d: finally they'll have to structure the new organization to speed decision-making,
inc~t~a~e accountability and reduce cost.

G.:ve:n the high costs of shifting to new models, companies would do well to experiment in
a c ntrolled fashion before committing fully. Inevitably, there will be failures along the
wa~li.. T.,.he key is to contain the risks within the experimental phase and to learn quickly for
the he!'t round. Companies also should expect to spend time developing the capabilities
theyneed before pursuing a new approach. But once the experimental phase is complete and
cap~bilities are in place, the organization must commit fuliy to its new direction. Executives who
act ~o~ to build a new strategy, constructed from tested building blocks and making best use of
their: companies' capabilities, stand the best chance of emerging from the coming period of
Chjltg~ as winners.

I :
Jim iJi{bert is a director ofBain & Company Inc. in Munich. Preston Henske is a Bain vicepresident
in N,ew York. AshishSinghis a Bain vice president in Boston. .-
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